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BIG SCALE FIGHTER OFFENSIVE

Fighter Command staged another Mg scale, three-pronged offensive

against the Nazis in occupied territory this afternoon.

It ranged over a 130 miles front from Bruges to Dieppe, At Bruges,

Bostons, with strong fighter escort bombed docks, a factory and a railway.

While the bombers were in action,' and flew safely home unmolested, wings
of Spitfires were sweeping from Dieppe to Dunkirk in a semi-circle 30 to 40 miles

in depth.

One force of Spitfires operated in the Ambleteuse-St,Omer-Mardyck area

while an equally large formation swept from Dieppe to Abbeville,

They destroyed three F.W.190s and severely damaged at least a dozen others.

Fighting was particularly fierce in the St.Omer area where two pilots of

the Second American Eagle Squadron between them accounted for the three destroyed.

According to the British leader of the Second Eagle Squadron the Germans

were "easy meat".

"We were flying at 20,000 feet", he said "when I saw a formation of

EW.l9Os below us at 10,000 feet and gave the order to go down and attack. I

think we all fired during the dog fights that followed,"

A Flight Lieutenant describing how he destroyed two, stated, "We tore

into them, firing as we went and I saw my first victim explode in the air, I

fired at a second which caught fire though I hadn’t time to see where he crashed,

Another F.W. which received a long burst from a pilot officer also blew up,

and this pilot then sent another spinning down out of control.

One Spitfire formation had a dog-fight with thirty F.W.190s almost above

St.Omer aerodrome, but cloud conditions prevented,, them from seeing what was almost

certainly the end of a number of enemy aircraft.

"When the wing was 15,000 feet above St.Omer", said a pilot, "15 F.W.190s

were seen climbing through gaps in the clouds. The leader took part of our

formation down to attack and there was a grand fight.

"The remainder of the .wing which had been left above, held off about 12 more

F.Ws which tried to go to the help of the other German fighters. When we emerged

from the dog-fight the majority of the F.W,190s had been severely damaged. One

of our pilots followed his man down to 4,000 feet before having to break away.

When he last saw the enemy aircraft it .was streaming black smoke and was going

down obviously out of control.

"Another pilot saw his cannon shells knocking pieces of a Focke-Wulf which

went straight down, and was then lost in cloud,"

Hits were also seen on a number of other enemy aircraft, most of which

were later lost in clouds several thousand feet below.

One squadron of Spitfires on their way back over the Channel was pounced

upon by 30 F,Ws., but fought a way out after damaging one of the enemy aircraft.

Two of the British pilots who forced-landed in the Channel, inflated

their dinghies and sat in them until they were rescued.

Six of our aircraft are missing but two pilots are safe.


